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Jude Law in Genius (Photo Courtesy of Eagle Pictures)

f fashion as a system 

finds itself at a moment 

of a certain confusion, 

the masculine aesthetic on the other 

hand lives in a most interesting 

dimension of continual evolution. As 

in the past, this change comes from 

the street, or rather from daily life. 

Contemporary habits have changed 

for divers reasons, the stereotypes 

and rules of the past are making way 

for a more cosmopolitan lifestyle. In 

this panorama, each man’s personal 

style is free to broaden, in line with the 

individual demands of a life made up of 

business meetings and social functions. 

As a result of this, men are more sure 

of themselves and are not afraid to dare. 

This phenomenon is also apparent today 

in personalities from cinema and music, 

who are at the height of their fame. 

Take Jude Law for example; the star of 

the moment, recently seen in the film 

Genius as (and not by chance) the writer 

Thomas Wolfe, and above all, as the lead 

in the Paolo Sorrentino masterpiece, 

The Young Pope. The actor has, in the 

most brilliant way, taken on the most 

varied of roles, from his courageous 

debut as Lord Alfred Douglas – lover 

to Oscar Wilde – in Wilde (1997), to his 

most recent as Pope Pious XIII, the first 

glamourous pope in television. 
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Tela Genova reproduces an hiGh qualiTy piece of arT 

accordinG To The TradiTional iTalian sTyle.

The selecTion of maTerial and an accuraTe manufacTurinG 

Technique make of every jeans a very fine exemplar,

unique and revoluTionary in The conTemporary markeT.

iTs hisTory has already become a myTh.
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LOVE ABU DHABI

Una cultura affascinante, lusso da togliere il fiato,
esperienze esclusive, ospitalità calorosa.
Abu Dhabi è tutto questo.

Images provided by Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority
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THE BESPOKE MADE IN ITALY

WE FILL FLY TO YOU ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
www.sciamat.com

International Private Service: info@sciamat.com
SHOWROOM: Via Montenapoleone, 19 Milano | By appointment only
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Editor’s Letter

E xactly one year ago, the news came of David Bowie’s death, the first of the long list 
of celebrity passings for which 2016 will be remembered. The loss of a personality 

of this kind engaged the whole world for different reasons. Bowie was in fact, a great all 
round artist, not only a popstar but a real icon of pop culture. He revolutionised male 
aesthetic canons back in the years of Glam Rock, by playing with androgeny 40 years ago. If 
we think that still today, in society and in fashion, we talk about gender, agender, genderful 
and genderless as if they were a new phenomenon, it gives an idea of the importance of 
celebrities like him.
Sadly, as I was saying, last year was studded with other important losses, which involved 
the arts, culture and fashion. Among these were many other pop celebrities who were very 
influential as far as custom and male canons are concerned. Prince for example was the 
living synthesis of rock and black music, creating for himself an aesthetic world of glamour 
and sex, making lace and heels virile and surrounding himself with an entourage made 
up of fascinating people from the most disparate ethnic groups. It was perhaps a heavily 
charged aesthetic universe, but it was hypnotic and difficult to ignore. Then there was 
the passing of Pete Burns the lead singer of Dead or Alive who together with Boy George, 
Marilyn and others had inherited Bowie’s mantle in the ‘80s, imposing a look defined as 
gender bender, in which the male and female coexisted. Lastly, on Christmas day, George 
Michael died, the lead singer of Wham! in the ‘80s, the inspiration for the boy bands who 
would come after, he had imposed a type, the handsome boy next door, highly groomed, 
tanned and well dressed. At that time the designer Katherine Hamnett collaborated with 
the duo for the T-shirts worn in the video for Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go, whilst later 
during his solo career George Michael entered into the network of the House of Versace. 
The loss of personalities like these is symbolic in an historic moment where fashion and 
lifestyles are regulated by online marketing and influencers, who are no longer top level 
artists but ‘normal’ youngsters, who become famous on the web for divers reasons. The 
record industry, as the sociologist Emanuele Bassetti writes in his article in this issue, seems 
to have given in to this new reality, in part by reducing the relationship between fashion 
and music to a mere question of sponsorship and thereby weakening the coherence of the 
aesthetic content. If once upon a time young people chose their idols to emulate and copy 
in everything, as we are told in the column Fashion Who Reads by Tommaso Paradiso who 
as a young man searched for clothes like those worn by Noel Gallagher of Oasis, today on 
the other hand with instant access and an enormous quantity of stimuli and information, 
there is nothing for it but to be oneself. To rework all the aesthetic information available 
and choose the right style demands an exercise in personality to be sure, but it is worth the 
effort.

A tribute and
a reflection
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FASHION WHO READS

Tommaso Paradiso

Thegiornalisti, Tommaso 
Paradiso, Marco Antonio 
Musella and Marco Primavera, 
was formed in Rome in 2009. 
The first two records, conceived 
and written in the living room at 
home, were self produced and 
in September 2011 they released 
Vol.1 and some months later 
Vecchio. The stylistic change in 
direction came about at the end 
of 2013 when they signed with 
Foolica and the following year 
saw the release of Fuoricampo, 
produced by Matteo Cantaluppi, 
to great acclaim from critics and 
public alike. Since November 
2014 they have been on tour 
with Fuoricampo, which has 
seen them perform across the 
whole of Italy, recording new 
huge crowd numbers, often 
sold-out in the big cities. In 2015 
Tommaso Paradiso signed his 
first important collaboration. He 
is in fact co-author of Luca Lo 
Stesso the song by Luca Carboni 
at peak airplay. At the same 
time, the song by Thegiornalisti, 
Fine dell’Estate was in the top 
20 on Radio Deejay for four 
weeks. On the 21st of September 
last year they released the lead 
single Completamente, before 
the new album Completamente 
Sold Out, produced by Matteo 
Cantaluppi, came out on the 
21st of October, on the Carosello 
Records label. The single was 
played straight away on all radio 
networks and is the first of the 
new Italian pop to get to 27th 
place on the EarOne rating. The 
video of the single was already 
trending on YouTube only 24 
hours after its release.

Special  Guest

ENRICO MARIA ALBAMONTE 
Born in Rome but based in Milan, he is 
a curious and keen observer of trends 
in fashion and lifestyle phenomena. 
Over time, he has matured a personal 
interest in the world of masculine 
passions and cinema. With a law degree 
from Università degli Studi di Roma 
La Sapienza, he has been a freelance 
journalist from 2001 and writes about 
fashion, lifestyle and the economy for 
Gruppo Editoriale l’Espresso.

page 20

MAURIZIO SAPIA
(STUDIO H2O)
Born in Sanremo, after high school 
he moved to Milan to do a course in 
photography at the IED (European 
Institute of Design). After his diploma he 
began his profession as a photographer 
first as an assistant and then working 
directly with several magazines both 
in Italy and abroad. In collaboration 
with Studio H2O, of which he is one of 
the founding partners, he is currently 
producing photographs and videos 
for numerous brands and magazines, 
mainly but not exclusively linked to 
fashion. Parallel to this commercial 
activity, over the years he has developed 
his own artistic research, which, 
supported by art galleries, has brought 
him to show his work in numerous 
group and personal exhibitions.

page 50

NICOLA GOBBETTO
Born in 1980 in Milan, he 
gained his diploma from the 
Accademia di Belle Arti di 
Brera. His gallery of reference 
is Galleria Fonti di Napoli. 
In 2011 he won the Prada 
Manga Contest and in  2012 
made the animated short 
film “The Golden Fish” for 
Vogue.it. His research weaves 
around fantastic narrative, 
myths and legends, magic and 
esotericism. Metamorphosis 
and transformation are the 
key words for his artistic 
production which embraces 
divers experimental 
techniques.
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EMANUELE BASSETTI
Scientist of communication and sociologist, 
working in the field of communication and new 
media, particularly involved in innovation in 
communicative processes. In academia he has 
collaborated with the University of Bologna for 
the last 11 years lecturing in degree courses on 
international and diplomatic science, sociology 
and communication sciences. At research level 
he has examined the theme of e-democracy and 
is the author of one of the first Italian studies on 
the social impact of web 2.0 as an instrument of 
social participation, particularly considering the 
new generations (L’ e-democracy per i giovani, 
Franco Angeli, 2010). At a corporate level, he is a 
strategic consultant for branding development 
with particular reference to internationally leaning 
public and private enterprise. He is currently 
collaborating with the Menabò Group for the 
creation of high added value communication 
projects, in particular those regarding the fashion 
sector.

page 18
JIAN DELEON
Senior Menswear Editor at WGSN, the 
world-leading provider in support 
services to businesses for fashion trends 
based in Brooklyn, DeLeon is one of 
the principal global experts in fashion, 
lifestyle and male trends: an expert 
in street-wear and market evolution 
and knowledgeable not only about the 
principal and most historic brands in 
fashion, but in particular about new and 
interesting names. He has to his name 
substantial editorial experience with 
Media Complex and GQ, and has also 
contributed to Style.com, Business of 
Fashion and the men’s style website Valet. 
He consulted for the book ‘Contemporary 
Menswear: A global guide to independent 
men’s fashion’ published by Thames & 
Hudson in 2014.

CESARE MEDRI
Born in the Piacenza region, Cesare 
Medri moved to Milan as a child with 
his family. After his diploma in Visual 
Communications from Milan’s ITSOS, 
he started his career as a photographer 
specializing in fashion and still life 
photography. Since 1986 he has been a 
contributor for prestigious magazines: 
Anna, Capital, Class, GQ, Gentleman, Icon, 
Lyf, Max, Panorama, Riders, Vogue Gioiello, 
and WWD. He has taken photos and done 
advertising campaigns for many important 
brands: Altea, Blumarine, Corneliani, 
Colmar, Collistar, Diesel, Hogan, Fay, Isaia, 
IED,Yoox, Mario Valentino, Momo Design, 
North Sails, Pirelli, Tim, Tods’ and Versace 
to name but a few.

page 28

page 42
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Q&A
ANNIVERSARY

VEVERS REVOLUTION
BY FRANCESCA MANUZZI

Stuart Vevers 

This is Stuart Vevers’ focus at Coach. A mantra which presages 

a revolution. The British designer is constructing a new chapter 

in the story of the American label, which celebrated its 75th 

anniversary with a runway event, caught between Stars-and-

Stripes optimism and the American Dream.

“Design must be
linked to the street
to be significant”. How does your vision fit into Coach?

I’m playing with things that we already know and have a nostalgia for, but I’m putting them 
together in a way that feels fresh. The brand’s history and its heritage are touchstones as 
the brand develops, my goal is to make something completely contemporary. I’ve long 
admired Coach for its rich heritage and was drawn to the brand by its very American 
values of freedom, openness and equality. At Coach’s it’s not about jet set, fantastical 
lifestyle, it feels more relevant, more personal. It’s about ease, fun, function and utility– 
and that brings a new perspective to luxury.
When I was developing the first Coach collection – I was walking the High Line park on 
a particularly wintery day – and noticed all the women were wearing either sneakers or 
boots. So when I got to the studio I cancelled anything that wasn’t a sneaker or a boot or 
a combination of the two because I felt our design needs to be connected to the street to 
be relevant.

What does this anniversary represent for the brand? And what does it mean to create a 
celebratory collection to you, as a professional?
It was a celebration of Coach’s successful re-invention for a new generation of luxury 
customers in a year which saw many milestone achievements, including the opening of 
its first Coach House global flagship stores on New York City’s Fifth Avenue and Regent 
Street in London, as well as the re-location of its headquarters to the city’s newest 
landmark address, 10 Hudson Yards. This show marked a really important moment for 
Coach. In 2016 we’ve consolidated a lot of our work so far - it’s the culmination of our 75th 
anniversary celebrations; we’re seeing a perceptible shift in the perception of the house 
around the world with customers responding to a strong fashion position from Coach; 
we’ve just opened of our first Coach House flagship stores on 5th Avenue and now we’re 
showing our men’s and women’s collections together for the first time in New York. I’m 
really proud of the momentum that we’ve built so far and customer’s response to the way 
the house is transforming for a new luxury customer.

Which is the mood of the collection?
American optimism. New York City, the cultural melting pot that embraces individuality and 
welcomes outsiders, regardless of race, gender or personal style. A sense of togetherness, 
where contradictions and imperfections are respected and celebrated. An L.A. kid arriving 
in New York—the idiosyncratic attitude of the West coast meets the mixed-up eclecticism 
of the city. The gentle nostalgia of American space exploration, rocketships and planets—
symbols of endless possibility, recontextualized to suggest something new. An innocent, 
playful charm—delicate floral buttons, bows and patchwork set against safety pins and the 
unprecious luxury of shearling and leather. American dreamers, rebels and romantics—
uncontrived, honest and authentic.

Let’s talk about accessories. Which is the bag that made history for you?
We scored big with the Swagger Bag which was introduced in Feb 2015 (the name came from 

Canadian skateboarders I follow on Instagram) which is 
currently being spun out in an array of four sizes, new 
materials, and contrasting three-color combinations. 
Additionally, the Rogue which was introduced in our 
Pre-Fall 2016 collection has been a huge hit.

What inspires you? Do you have any icons (either 
contemporary or from the past)?
New York City and popular culture.

Which are the next steps for the company?
Coach is an iconic brand, grounded in authenticity and 
heritage. Our proposition is unique. We are still in the 
transformation process and need to remain focused 
ensuring we have continuity and repetition. I want to 
continue to elevate the Coach brand through a fuller 
expression of Coach 1941 for both women’s and men’s with 
compelling product. I want to break some boundaries, 
shake things up through emotional campaigns and 
events, ensuring the message is relevant and increasingly 
aspirational for the consumer of today. 

Coach Fall Winter 2017
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Q&A
COMEBACK

ALWAYS LOOK FORWARD
BY GIULIANO DEIDDA

Paul Smith

You were the first designer to do a catwalk show in the Stazione Leopolda in Florence, 
during Pitti Uomo. How do you feel about this comeback at the event?
Well I was Pitti’s first ever guest designer back in 1993 which was an amazing privilege. I 
think I was also the first person to use the Stazione Leopolda for a fashion show. 25 years 
on, it’s great to be back. Pitti holds a very important and unique place on the men’s fashion 
calendar as it combines the commercial and the creative so well. I haven’t visited the fair 
for many years so I look forward to seeing what’s out there!

The PS line has been re-styled and re-launched last May. What are the differences 
between the new PS by Paul Smith and the old PS? Who is the PS by Paul Smith man?
I always say that “fashion is about today and tomorrow”, so really it’s about evolving 
everything that Paul Smith has to offer to meet the demands of our customers around the 
world. The new PS by Paul Smith is really great clothes and accessories for the modern 
man – there’s a suit in very durable, hard-wearing cloth that you could cycle in if you 
wanted to, there’s a reversible macintosh that’s two coats in one, there’s a little jacket that 
packs down into its own pocket. So really PS by Pul Smith is lots of great-looking, practical 
stuff that can be worn and loved.

When I first saw the new PS logo I found it very effective and very “Paul Smith”. Can you 
tell me the story behind it?
We wanted something simple and confident. It’s designed by a British graphic designer 
named Fergus Purcell. Hopefully people like it!

Your story is well known and quite different from that of most of the others big names in 
the industry. Imagine you were taking your first steps in fashion today. How would the 
Paul Smith future be? How different would it be compared to your actual past?
It’s always been a very fast-paced business but it feels more so like that than ever before. 
When I was starting 50 years ago, there were far fewer people fishing from the pond that is 
the fashion industry. Now it’s incredibly competitive. But nothing was ever really planned 
and to be honest that’s not going to change in the future. It was a slow and natural growth 
but always self-financed and I’m very proud that we’re still an It was a slow independent 
company now. 

Your castings, both for your shows and campaign have always been totally original and 
unexpected, despite the top models logics of the past. On the contrary, it was often you 
to launch the modelling career of some of your testimonials (for example, Donovan 
Leitch). Today that most brands are choosing their models and testimonial upon their 
fanbase on the Internet, you seem be faithful to your casting strategy. Or am I wrong? 
How does this mechanism work for you?
For me the most important thing in casting is the attitude. Luckily, my wife Pauline, has 
always made sure I keep my feet firmly on the ground. Consequently I’ve never taken 
myself too seriously and it’s very important that the casting we have in our shows and our 
advertising campaigns represents that attitude. One of my recent men’s collections was all 
about people being independent in a very homogenized world. That’s central to Paul Smith 
we’re an independent company with an independent mind. We’ve always been proud to 
stand apart and not really fit a mould and I hope that really comes across in the collection 
– every look was so different, the casting was diverse, the sound-track jumped through 
more than twenty songs in ten minutes!  It was inspired by all the amazing individuals I’ve 
dressed throughout my career, some famous like Bowie, Gary Oldman and Patti Smith, 
some more understated but still completely individual. 

Are there further goals you would like to reach?
Nothing in particular, I just want to keep looking forward to working everyday. I often say 
“everyday is a new beginning” and in this industry that is certainly true, it’s about waking 
up everyday being excited about what’s to come next.

Paul Smith Spring Summer 2017

PS by Paul Smith Fall Winter 2017

PHOTO BY SABINE VILLIARD

After several years, Paul Smith returns to Pitti Uomo and on this occasion talks to us about the evolution of the line 
PS by Paul Smith and about his personal approach both to fashion and to life.
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Q&A
FASHION DESIGN

Edward
Buchanan Tim 

Coppens 
Sansovino 6 is a love story which began in 2009, Edward Buchanan intertwines luxury knitwear, 
forged by a streamlined structure, and a street story mixed on the runway. Low and high 
profile, digital high velocity and manufacturing knowhow. Trained at the Parsons School of 
Design in New York, the boy from the United States Midwest developed his expertise between 
Bottega Veneta and Leflesh, the label founded together with Manuela Morin which was a mix 
of Victorian fascination and R&B and which flew him back to the States to the court of JLo and 
Sean Combs. The rest is history, and all of his experience went on show at Pitti Immagine 91 in 
the Pitti Italics container, alongside Lucio Vanotti and Carlo Volpi. In a sensorial storytelling of 
today, under the spotlight on the 11th of January.  

To be able to sell today you need storytelling, what is Sansovino’s story?
Sansovino 6 is comfortable luxury knitwear. Timeless. It improves the quality of time of those 
who wear it because it tells a story of love and perception, of will-power and determination. 
It is the story of heritage gathered, thanks to the marvellous experiences I had after arriving 
in Europe in 1997 for the first time when I was called to be creative director of Bottega Veneta. 

What is the most revolutionary idea from Sansovino 6?
The use of indigo thread for the production of items of clothing, before then it didn’t exist in 
modern wardrobes. 

How has the brand changed from the beginning to today?
Sansovino 6 evolved through research and quality, wool and cashmere, cotton and the 
numerous washings of indigo thread. At the base of everything there is deep knowledge, 
capability, respect, competence and passion. Characteristics which I have never lost over time. 

You think about the Bauhaus manner. In what sense?
Functionality and longevity.  

What does the Midwest mean to you today? And Milan? 
The Midwest is home, mom, family, the origins. In a word, love. Milan today is home, mom and 
family. 

Let’s talk about knitwear. Which brands have made their mark in the history of fashion 
knitwear. 
For sure Sonia Rykiel, Mila Schön, Missoni and Fuzzi. The pieces which have made the difference 
share a lowest common denominator: new technology actually makes the difference.

What is the mood behind the collection at Pitti?
Our base of neutrals with an infusion of contrasting colours. 

What does Pitti represent for the Italian fashion system?
It is a space steeped in the history of fashion and people in love with and passionate about what 
they do, in a city which is a symbol of Italy and of its history like no other place. Pitti is a one-of-
a-kind appointment which represents a place for innovation and research, and stronger year 
after year, giving consolidated brands the opportunity to keep their visibility high and young 
brands to have a place in which to show their own identity. They are true supporters.

What inspires you?
Everything, starting from a simple grain of sand. My inspiration is constantly growing and 
evolving. Then there are the icons, Nina Simone and Teddy Pendergrass. And a series of 
elements to keep an eye on. Stores like Salbaazar in Berlino and the city of Berlin itself, always, 
artists like Florian Hetz and photographers like Zelinda Zanichelli. And digital, which is an 
almost surreal resource if used in the right way.

Fashion and R&B. The first thought that comes to mind?
Home! Casa! 

Today, must a designer also be a businessman? 
It’s true it’s not easy. But it gives me a great deal of satisfaction, above all when I see one of my 
creations meet my expectations in full. 

Do you have a dream?
Yes, but if I told you I would have to kill you!!!xxx

Which are the key pieces of the Coppens man’s wardrobe?
The outerwear pieces for sure! The bomber jacket, which we see quite a bit now, 
was a staple for me and it still is. Over the years I have added other deconstructive 
elements to the jacket but overall it still feels very classic and is an essential 
piece of the Tim Coppens man’s wardrobe. Additionally, we have grown our 
shirting and knits offering as well as introducing denim, so these are key pieces 
to creating a total look for the Tim Coppens man’s wardrobe in an athletic and 
street inspired way.
How do you feel about your menswear right now?
I feel really good about it! It also gives me the opportunity to present women’s, 
which is important to me so people can see my complete vision. With that, I am 
able to dig a little deeper to create something that is both romantic and practical.

You are a multi winner of prizes and WWD mentions you as one of the 10 
rising stars of tomorrow. What does it mean to you?
It is a real honor to receive awards but my first priority is building a business. The 
recognition shows that a part of building my business is working. I do think it is 
important to realize that awards do not always guarantee a successful long-term 
business, so I think it is important to always plan ahead.

What do you think about Pitti Immagine as a Belgian USA based designer?
I think Pitti is amazing and it gave me me an opportunity to show in Europe the 
first time. It also gave me a chance to present on the same platform as previous 
Pitti designers that I respect, such as Raf Simons and Karl Lagerfeld. 

Tell us something about the Pitti Uomo show.
We really wanted to bring a unique experience to Pitti and spent a lot of time 
looking for the perfect venue that helped help bring to life the collection. Without 
giving too much away, I think that was evident during our show at the Ippodromo.

How has your label changed since the beginning?
I find it easier to express the story behind the collections, which is super important 
to me. When I first started out I had aspirations to tell stories with my collections 
but I found myself suppressing that as I had to focus on the details of the clothes, 
construction and craftsmanship. That is not to say those things are no longer the 
focus but with experience I am now able to manage both. It is important that we 
show what we are doing is influenced by athletics and has a strong connection to 
youth culture and 90’s street culture.

Many creative directors have changed heritage labels adding Paris, or their 
name. How does the corporate image change the perception of a brand? Could 
that happen to Tim Coppens label?
It is important for me to keep my label as separate as possible. The DNA of my 
brand is very personal and says a lot about who I am and how I think.

AMILANESEFROM
THEMIDWEST

GENERATION
COPPENS

BY FRANCESCA MANUZZI

Ohio born. Adopted by 
Milan. Edward Buchanan 

reunites today’s post-
modern culture in a single 

essence. 

Coppens youth.
A mix of the no-wave 

experience and today’s 
street culture.  

Photo by Rankin

BY FRANCESCA MANUZZI
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The Beatles, from The Beatles 
Eight Days a Week (Photo 
Courtesy of Lucky Red)

Madonna wearing Gucci at the 
Bilbloard Music Awards 2016 
(Photo Courtesy of GettyImages)

Fenty Puma by Rihanna Spring 
Summer 2017 

Pharrell Williams (Photo Courtesy 
of G- Star Raw)

Liam and Noel Gallagher, from 
Oasis: Supersonic (Photo Courtesy 
of Lucky Red)

The Topic
FASHION SOCIOLOGY

After influencing it for years, music stars today are making themselves available for fashion:
less innovation, more reliable income.

hat music and fashion live in symbiosis 
is much more than a simple supposition. 

Recent studies have in fact demonstrated that music deeply 
influences the way in which we dress: when for example we 
want to look like our favourite stars or when we choose clothes 
based on people we admire or friends, in turn influenced by 
their own musical stars.
It is a phenomenon which has lasted for decades. In the fifties 
Elvis Presley brought rock’n’roll to music, but also to daily 
style. In the sixties The Beatles shocked London, one of the 
most important fashion capitals of all time. The seventies saw 
the introduction of David Bowie’s glam look, while the trends 
suggested by the stars of disco shook up the collective idea of 
urban fashion. Not to mention the eccentricity of the ‘80s, from 
the birth of hip hop, pop and rap able to influence the tastes 
of a whole generation with their T-shirts, baggy jeans, baseball 
hats and oversized accessories. The more popular artists, like 
Madonna or Michael Jackson, are considered today to have been 
important means of social change and matchless commercial 
tools, able to make fortunes for businesses in the fashion 
system. This influence which has become ever more pervasive 
with the introduction of music videos as a mass phenomenon, 
sees millions of people responding extremely rapidly to the 
celebrities’ changing styles which are usually linked to the 
release of a new single and therefore a new video. In the nineties, 
fashion started to look back to the past thanks to the influence 
of British bands like Oasis and Blur, defined by their vintage 
look inspired by the sixties and seventies and consistent with 
their sound. If we consider that music stars have always used 
their clothes to attract their fans’ attention, whilst the fashion 
houses have found it to be profitable to allow themselves to be 
influenced by them, it is not surprising that scholars talk of a 
real symbiosis. However, in recent years we have witnessed a 
profound change in the power relationship between the two 
sectors. If in the past, it was the music system which dictated 
the rules exerting leverage on the unpredictable creativity of 
its artists, today the situation seems to be completely reversed. 
The reason lies in the severe market crisis, which struck music 
when the buying of a physical album was substituted with 
digital listening, together with subsequent problems of piracy 
and low income linked to streaming. In this way, many artists 
have concentrated on live concerts, but have also been obliged 
to explore alternative channels, putting themselves at the 
service of fashion brands. Today famous names like Rihanna or 
Beyoncé can earn up to 250.000 dollars for wearing a dress on 
the red carpet, 100.000 for enjoying a fashion show from the 
front row or 50.000 for an Instagram post increasing the fame 
of the brand which employs them. Jewels, shoes, accessories; 
when stars participate at an event they are usually completely 
sponsored. It is a first mode of collaboration which tests the 

relationship with the fashion houses involved, in the hope that it will quickly translate 
into a role of ambassador first and then go on to be a real publicity hiring. A modus 
operandi launched by international stars like Lady Gaga, Nicki Minaj or the already 
mentioned Rihanna, (considering their profitable collaborations with respectively: 
Versace, Roberto Cavalli and Dior), and among the men Pharell Williams (partner 
with Adidas Originals, G-Star and Chanel among others), but which could generate 
a not indifferent set of problems if the phenomenon should grow in the coming 
years. If in the past the music stars were the motors of change and as a result the 
root of great inspiration for the fashion system, who will take their place? Will the 
creative minds of fashion know how to innovate sufficiently by drawing the right 
stimuli from other sources, or will they allow themselves to be persuaded by market 
demands, further reinforcing already consolidated lines and styles? 
Fashion and music have for decades maintained prime positions among the catalysts 
of the socio-cultural metamorphosis; and after years of reciprocal contamination, 
we are able to listen to multiple and diverse musical styles and express ourselves 
through countless stylistic choices. This is a significant and precious result, to 
be fiercely preserved even when faced with the economic complexity which has 
currently hit all sectors of the contemporary world. 

T

MUSIC BOWS TO FASHION 
BY EMANUELE BASSETTI
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Trend
FASHION & CINEMA

UNIFORM MAKES THE MAN
BY ENRICO MARIA ALBAMONTE

o each his uniform. Whether it is the rigid 
and starched uniform of the soldier going to 
war or the suit which legitimizes the power 
and the seductive strength of gentlemen of 

yesterday, today and tomorrow. Whatever it may be, the 
male wardrobe is already set up to standardize the look 
inspired by the cult of military discipline, which creates 
the myth of traditional masculinity. Until the 1900s there was the 
upper-class uniform, arising from the fact that the prominent tailors 
of Savile Row, who in perfidious Albion constructed uniforms rich in 
decoration and braiding, were the same ones to create bespoke suits 
structured like patriotic armour. Then, uniforms in the seventies were 
decontextualized from the military sphere and used in a glamourous 
key, as demonstrated by the cover of the Beatles’ album Sgt. Pepper 
Lonely Hearts Club Band, or the jacket full of frogging, as scarlet as that 
of an 18th century Hussar, worn with a jabot shirt by Jimi Hendrix. And if 
there is one thing that The Seventh Art confirms, it is the omnipresence 
of military uniforms, uniforms and suits of varying extraction and used 
for various ends, which are often employed to define heroic behaviour. 
Starting with Allied, from Universal Pictures, in which Brad Pitt and 
Marion Cotillard are two spies in love involved in a high-risk mission 
(the costume designer Joanna Johnston has already been nominated 
for the Critics Choice Movie Awards). In Clint Eastwood’s Warner Bros 
Picture, Sully, Tom Hanks is a hero who accomplishes a miraculous feat. 
In the film, he plays a pilot who executes a splashdown landing to save 
the passengers and crew of an airliner. The intrepid Newton Knight, 
played by Matthew McConaughey, is often in his uniform of idol of the 
progressive crowds and liberator from tyranny, founder of the Free 
State of Jones a utopian community which didn’t believe in racism and 
situated in the most despotic of states. And lastly, wearing garments 
like uniforms of their free and casual style, a look for freethinkers but 
identifying an ideology, (a typically hippy, or a thoroughbred American 
way of life), Viggo Mortensen with his rocking pink suit in Captain 
Fantastic and Jake Gyllenhaal with his iconic Pendleton check shirt in 
Nocturnal Animals -  two of the most beautiful films of 2016.

T

Matthew McConaughey in Free State of Jones 
(Photo Courtesy of 01 Distribution)

Vince Vaughn in Hacksaw Ridge
(Photo Courtesy of Eagle Pictures)

Jake Gyllenhaal in Nocturnal Animals
(Photo Courtesy of Universal Pictures)

Tom Hanks in Sully
(Photo Courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures)
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For a few seasons now, there has 
been talk of the return of the 

overcoat and finally the forecast is 
borne out for Fall Winter 2017. This 

most classic item of outerwear is 
rejuvenated, incorporated into an 

informal style. The same holds true 
for the other wardrobe classics, 

combined in fresh ways to answer 
the demands of today’s dynamic 

lifestyle.

TrendTrend
FALL WINTER 2017

FORMAL 2.0
BY GIULIANO DEIDDA

Details
MASSIVE

ROY
ROGER’S

BROSBI

PRINGLE OF SCOTLAND

PETER NAPPI

BRUNO BORDESE

DR. MARTENS

BALDININI

ROCCO P.

GANT

DOPPIAA

DEPARTMENT 5BROOKSFIELD

MANUEL RITZ

PALTÒ

PAUL MEMOIRE
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Sportswear evolves for next Fall/
Winter, further developing the 

concept of athleisure. From high 
tech fabrics to deluxe knitwear, and 

the revisiting of iconic pieces - from 
the bomber to the perfecto jacket - 
everything is studied for a mix and 

match style caught between 90’s 
nostalgia and the future.

RIDERS

TrendTrend

 

Details
OLD SKOOL

SALVATORE SANTORO

HERNO

MACKAGE

ROBERTO COLLINA

RETRO

CRUCIANI

GABRIELE PASINI

COLMAR ORIGINALS

SCAGLIONE

MIZUNO

PANTOFOLA D’ORO

PONY

SUN68

VOILE BLANCHE

LUXURY STREET
BY GIULIANO DEIDDA

TATRAS 

FALL WINTER 2017
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Show-room: via Santo Spirito, 14 - 20121 Milano (Italy) - www.mandelli-milano.com
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Trend
FALL 2017 

CULT PIECES FOR AUTUMN
BY ANNA PAOLA STRONA

From oriental style embroidery to tailored silhouettes, up to the mix and match of brightly coloured patterns.
These are the boldest proposals for next autumn. 

A fusion of utility and sport, between casual and 
formal, a comfortable trend that doesn’t forget style. 
Constructed silhouettes make way for shapes that are 
more relaxed, but still form-fitting. An interaction 
between the world of bikers, who inspire jackets in rare 
leathers, and that of sport, characterized by a more 
comfortable fit. Andreas Melbostad, creative director 
of Diesel Black Gold, presents a pre-fall collection 
which is definitely athleisure. The proportions are 
overturned and functionality discovers new frontiers, 
the formal jacket is combined with the hooded 
sweatshirt and slim trousers are decorated with 
contrasting side bands with sporty chic effect.

Biker Chic
Bohemian Rock
The romantic man takes to the stage, a 
gentleman from another era straight from the 
20’s and 30’s. A trend which is cosmopolitan 
in spirit evolves the concept of elegance 
mixing it with eccentric touches hinting 
of rock. In the Jardin d’Hiver of the Ritz 
Hotel, Chanel showed a timeless collection 
which was 100% Parisian. A sartorial cut for 
outerwear, even in the masculine version 
worn by Pharell, embellished with refined 
ton sur ton decoration. A chromatic palette 
which plays with dark tones giving modern 
elegance which stands out for research 
into costly fabrics and the high level of 
craftsmanship.

The Chinese 
Connection
Mix and match coming from 
street-style. Colours, shapes 
and fabrics, apparently casually 
combined are in fact cleverly 
studied in a play on contrasts. 
Combining a sport accessory to 
a tailored suit, embellishing a 
dinner jacket with embroidery 
inspired by distant lands, all of 
this is the fun and versatile Gucci 
universe. The designer label’s 
pre-collection for Fall 2017 is distinguished by 
China inspired embroideries, by multi-coloured 
jumpers embellished with pom-poms and by 
tartan suits, worn together with striking and 
unusual accessories.

Urban
West Coast
The West Coast meets the East Coast urban style. 
A cultural melting pot where contradictions 
and imperfections unite, creating extravagant, 
personal looks. Coach celebrated its 75th 
anniversary with an exclusive runaway event, 
showing looks inspired by urban culture. The 
juxtaposition of urban and luxury is seen for 
example in the brightly coloured bomber jacket, 
with space-inspired patches: missiles and 
planets, symbols of infinite possibilities taken out 
of context to suggest something new. An innocent 
and playful charm, for real American dreamers, 
rebels and romantics, honest and authentic.

Cozy Colours
Fashion for next fall is warm and 
enveloping. Not only by virtue of the 
fabrics, but also by the dominant 
colours: red, orange and mustard. 
The tones are intensely bright and 
the combinations cleverly measured, 
creating a refined balance. The 
watchword is put-together to create 
an informal, relaxed look with 
nonchalant silhouettes. Missoni 
creates a dynamic mood by re-
interpreting the iconic zig-zag motif 
used for outerwear, shirts or jumpers. 
The fabrics of choice are cashmere, 
cashmere and silk, Shetland wool and 
lightweight wool, all used for complex 
knitwear workings to create unusual 
graphic weaves.

American Navy
This is a trend which will never be out of fashion. 
It is the naval look. The classic colour palette of 
grey, red, white and blue is employed in colour 
blocks. The double-breasted caban, the college 
sweatshirt and trousers in worn denim. Timeless 
pieces are proposed again for the Fall 2017  pre-
collection by Tommy Hilfiger who has always 
loved this style and re-invents its stylistic codes. 
Elegance remains intact, but the proportions 
are less rigorous and are softer, giving a more 
contemporary look. Stripes, both narrow and 
wide, are mixed together to create new patterns 
and are used above all for accessories.
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Over the past 140 years we have learned that behind every 
success story is a unique narrative. Our role is to listen to your 
stories, interpret them, apply financial expertise and guide you 
towards your desired outcomes.

Indosuez Wealth Management is the global wealth management 
brand of Crédit Agricole group dedicated to HNWI and UHNWI 
customers.

The Italian customers of Indosuez Wealth Management, families 
and businessmen, can rely on a team of professional, dedicated 
experts able to maximise and protect their assets through the 
careful analysis and selection of the best investment solutions 
and asset engineering:

• advisory mandates focused on risk management  and asset 
allocation;

• DPM with personalised mandates;

• more than 50 Investment fund houses;

• access to our international Private Equity platform with 
exclusive co-investments opportunities;

• Tailor-made Structured Products solution;

• insurance solutions ad hoc both for private clients and 
entreprises.

Thanks to the financial solidity of Crédit Agricole,Indosuez 
Wealth Management operates in all main international financial 
centers:

Europe: Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Principality of 
Monaco, Spain and Switzerland

Asia-Pacific: Hong Kong, New Caledonia and Singapore

Middle East: United Arab Emirates, Lebanon

American continent: Brazil, Miami, Uruguay

KEY FIGURES
30 branches in 14 Countries
2,700 employees of 50 nationalities
€ 109.6 billion financial assets under management (31/12/2015)

www.ca-indosuez.com

Indosuez Wealth Management Italia | Piazza Cavour, 2 - 20121 Milano | T +39 02 3666 1200 | info@ca-indosuez.it
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enswear’s current casual era is 
characterized by an uptick in 
comfortable sportswear staples 
like jersey hoodies and sweatshirts, 

accented by military-influenced outerwear like bomber 
jackets and shearlings. In reaction, a new wave of classic 
sartorial sensibility informs a Fall/Winter season that 
balances the easy wearability of sportswear with the 
upscale attitude of traditional menswear.

The prevalence of the classic camel topcoat is in line 
with this shift towards remixing timeless outerwear 
shapes with modern sensibilities. It elevates cropped 
hem trousers and dark mock-neck knitwear with a 
slight accent. Browns will become darker in shades 
like mocha and chocolate, and traditional menswear 
darks like navy become a bit more of a statement colour 
against these rich browns. High-neck knitwear will be 
important for the coming season, especially in versatile 
tones like heather grey and charcoal, rounding out a 
mostly dark palette.
Retro style and nostalgia continue to influence 
offerings for men and young men, especially the 1970s 
and 1980s. Shearling jackets are especially prevalent, 
and reinforce the importance of tactile materials in the 
menswear market. Silhouettes like shearling-collared 
bomber jackets are smartened up for the modern era, 
with trousers becoming a bit more fuller with straight-
leg silhouettes as a callback to the 1980s, and dusted-
down jewel tones like burgundy and green channel the 
past and a well-worn vintage appeal.
1990s clubwear and ironic takes on camouflage and 
utility garments give rise to a new form of subcultural 
dressing informed by remixing elements of the past. 
Oversized bombers and chunky-soled trainers rebel 
against a predominantly streamlined sporty silhouette, 
with hazard orange accents gleaned from construction 
workwear. This evolves into an urban utility uniform 
with touches of classic menswear checks rendered onto 
casual silhouettes, repurposing sartorial patterns much 
in the same way punks dressed down the royal stewart 
tartans of their time. Bold red accents and design 
details like frayed hems further infuse a rebellious, 
youthful attitude.
The main story here is the reconciliation of sportswear’s 
smart past with its versatile and eminently comfortable 
future. As workplace dress codes become increasingly 
relaxed from financial institutions to start-up 
companies alike, there is a need for casual clothes that 
communicate a smarter message. Mixing traditional 
menswear materials and checks with more casual 
silhouettes is one way to get the best of both worlds. 
Hybrid styling and the interplay between military-
inspired utility and urban pragmatism will be one of 
menswear’s most interesting convergence points for 
quite some time.

M

REMIXED
The combination of traditional menswear with sportswear 

 is the basis of a contemporary style.

Fall-Winter 2016...

...to Fall-Winter 2017

BY JIAN DELEON

TRENDS ACCORDING TO WSGN

From the street to the upcoming 
collections for the winter season, these 

are the changes according to the trends 
developed by WSGN, supplier of trend 

forecasts, data on product performance 
and industry information for retail and 

style. Over the years it has built up a 
solid reputation for supplying global 

information services and long-term 5 
year trend forecasting. Its services and 

innovative products allow its 75.000 
users world-wide to reduce risk and 

make safer decisions / www.wgsn.com

THE SEASON’S GUIDE 
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LABELS TO WATCH
BY  ANNA PAOLA STRONA

Interview with
CARLO VOLPI

The Carlo Volpi label was founded in 2014. Where did the idea to 
create a line of knitwear come from? 
From my passion for knitwear. I was consulting at the time, but at 
a creative level I didn’t feel complete so I decided to make my own 
collection, almost like a personal project. Soon after uploading my 
look book online, I received positive feedback from many people, 
including Sara Maino of Vogue Italia, who started introducing me 
at various events and who pushed me to enquire about Who is on 
Next?. 

You are from Tuscany but you live in London. Were you happy 
to be coming home on the occasion of your participation in Pitti 
Italics? 
I am always very happy to come back to Italy. I hope to carry on 
working the way I am at the moment, living between London 
and Italy.

Your garments look like sculptures of coloured thread. Which 
techniques do you use?
My research into stitches and workings is very important to me. I 
love all the manual techniques and the versatility of knitted fabrics.

Where does the inspiration for your collections come from?
I get my inspiration from everything around me. I think I am a 
fairly ironic person with a dry sense of humour. London is a city 
full of creative input. It only takes a walk around any part of the city 
to be inspired. I like all the stereotypes associated with knitwear. 
People often find it amusing that someone like me should be so 
passionate about something so feminine, but perhaps it is actually 
that paradoxical union which gives my work its particular energy.

Where do you produce and which yarns do you use?
Everything is made in Italy, mainly using Zegna Baruffa yarns.

Comme les Loups
The bow tie is considered to be an accessory which 
is vintage, if not in fact passé. But not according 
to Isabel Naesens, the designer behind Comme les 
Loups. The brand was created by chance when Isabel 
couldn’t find the ideal bow tie for her boyfriend for 
a wedding they were attending, So, she decided to 
make one. The first ties were only available to order 
but since then she has never stopped, thanks also 
to her debut in a pop-up store in Antwerp. For 
the second time at Pitti Uomo, the northern brand 
presented a collection which is distinguished by 
unique fabrics, entirely made by hand in Belgium. 
As well as the collection, Comme les Loups offers 
an exclusive personal service where the client may 
choose any fabric, style or dimension to create a 
bow tie which is completely personal to them. 

Beyond

Quinto Ego is the brand which has made hand-worked 
and oxidized silver the motor of its soul. Matteo 
Squassoni is the creative mind behind this collection 
of rock and gothic glam infused jewellery. Starting 
out this year at Pitti Uomo, he presents the Rock 
Glam Ring, a ring carved out of silver in a primitive 
and irregular way, which welcomes the depth of onyx 
and the lightness of citrines in ad hoc hollowed-out 
settings. Great expressive power, passion and vibrant 
craftsmanship are revealed in the Vibrant Chain 
Ring. This is a ring that conserves a classic structure, 
but disengages from what is usual thanks to the 
power of  silver; solid, dense and irresistible when 
the focus is not on its shine but on its depth. Smooth, 
either adorned with small light feathers placed on the 
surface or decorated with black or brown crystals. 

Quinto Ego

The new project from the shoe company Elizabet is called Beyond: a collection of 
trainers for men and women, entirely made in Italy. The detailed research into 
new style shapes and ever more functional quality materials, has given life to this 
new project from the Marches shoe-factory. The men’s collection for Fall/Winter 
2017, shown in anteprima at Pitti Uomo, has a refined and contemporary design 
using elastic bands and zips to replace traditional laces. A patchwork of different 
materials, leather and split leather together with Lycra fibre, technical honeycomb 
fabrics, felt, velvet, satin and knit creates unique styles.  A continuously evolving 
collection of trainers to be worn for every occasion. 
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Ajmone is a brand, but first of all it is a surname, that of a father and son who have decided 
to journey on a path together. The former has always been a textiles entrepreneur, the latter 
is a designer who worked for a long time with different luxury brands. It is therefore, a 
transgenerational project, aspiring to break the rules of traditional fashion, and give life to a free 
and independent way of being. A line of jackets and retro accessories in leather, distinguished by 
a research journey into materials, manufacturing and craftsmanship. For example, the choice to 
use only vegetable tanning for their leather, highlighting the natural imperfections which then 
become exclusive signs of distinction. The collection is made up of eight styles of men’s jacket 
including the biker, revisiting the cut of the silhouette. Each piece is produced in a limited run, 
only 30 examples per colour; cut, assembled and sewn by craftsmen and enhanced with sartorial 
details such as lining in silky fabric, braided piping and accessories in unpolished bronze.

Ajmone

Esprit d’Equipe Milan is the new brand devised by two very young businessmen, 
Michele Camicia and Edoardo Romano Bianchi Bonomi, both born and raised in 
Milan with experience from around the world. They begin their adventure with 
a brand of streetwear clothing which seeks to redefine Italian style, integrating 
passion, creativity and art. Each garment is the result of an explosive mix of art 
and fashion melded together to generate a brand with a unique and original 
design. Attention to the aesthetic is inextricably united to the quality of the 
product, rigorously made in Italy. Each piece is numbered and in limited edition 
to guarantee the maximum attention to every detail. The clothes from Esprit 
d’Equipe are fruit of a long and in-depth study, carried out by the founders 
themselves. A journey to find quality, starting with the cotton thread and so on 
through tailoring, right up to the prints. The objective, to find the right partners 
capable of marrying high standards and innovation. The The Fall Winter 2017 
collection takes Nature as its starting point, further obviously to the pointed 
and irregular polygon shapes inspired by the geometries of contemporary 
architecture, which have become a defining element of the brand.

Founded in 2012 from a creative idea by the young craftsman and businessman 
Marco Lanero. The key concept of // Delirious is to combine the best materials on 
the market, Mazzucchelli acetate, buffalo horn, titanium and Zeiss lenses, with 
the highest manufacturing ability. In Cadore, the centre of excellence for Italian 
eyewear, expert craftsmen, with the help of numerical controlling machines, make 
each single pair of glasses by hand. // Delirious Eyewear chooses to be no-branding. 
In fact, every client can choose whether to have the eyewear engraved with the 
brand name, their own initials or their own name, making the glasses a personal 
object and not a publicity tool. Each pair of glasses is sold with a guarantee card, in a 
wooden or leather case which can also be personalized. Four new collections in beta 
titanium will be presented in anteprima during Pitti Uomo. 

Esprit d’Equipe

// Delirious Eyewear

The Italian brand was founded in 2010 by the designer and owner 
Federico Borella. Passion, quality and creativity are the basis of 
the Routes Des Garden philosophy. From the very beginning, 
Federico decided to work and develop the collections with the 
best Italian fabrics and yarns, immediately achieving significant 
success. From 2016 he started to collaborate with Massimo Russo 
and developed a new mood focused on an aesthetic which is highly 
rock, chic and contemporary. Thanks to this reinterpretation, the 
brand gained attention from several foreign buyers -  thanks also 
to the collaboration in Florence with the boutique Luisaviaroma. 
At Pitti Uomo, the Fall Winter 2017 collection presented historical 
garments with a revisited fit: like the bomber, the biker jacket 
and the classic overcoat. Staple materials include velvet and 
nylon, embellished with tattoo-themed decoration.

Route Des Garden
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MADE IN PUGLIA

ITALIAN EXCELLENCE
As well as for the sea, countryside, culture and food, Puglia is famous for style.

Here are some houses and brands from the region which are known throughout the world. 

Catuma Eyewear
The brand takes its name from a public square in Andria, one of the meeting places in the city, and is the brainchild of two young men 
from Puglia, Vincenzo Pastore and Vincenzo Nesta. They have been able to unite research and talent in the creation of a collection of 
eyewear made from unusual materials: wood, cork and stone. Each frame is composed of seven extremely thin layers of wood, the last 
of which is in complete chromatic contrast to the others. The very last layer is in stone whereas the temple tips are in cork, to adapt to 
different types of face. Some women’s styles are distinguished by temples made from an elegant mosaic of essences, in harmony with 
the colour of the stones applied. The glasses are one-of-a-kind, created by local artisans, the result of the two perceptive designers’ 
passion and research. Catuma is a synthesis of the best of Italian know-how, the excellence of craftsmanship allied to exclusive style.

Berwich
The Icoman company started out in a small 
garage in 1975, devised by two youngsters, 
Michele and Anna Fumarola, still today at 
the helm of the company. It is part of the 
textile area of Martina Franca, one of the 
most important industrial poles in the 
Italian garment district. The new generation 
- Graziana, Antonella, Angelo and Massimo - 
take an active part in company procedure. 
From father to son, techniques and sartorial 
tradition have been preserved and enriched 
by the continuous research applied to the 
product.  From its beginnings, as a third-
party company, Icoman takes pride in 
important partnerships with renowned 
international brands. 2007 saw the launch 
of their own trouser collection, based on 
the allure of exploration into diverse world 
cultures. The concept of travel forms 
the basis of Berwich. It is its trademark. 
Differing from the Italian business trend 
of delocalization, Icoman has concentrated 
all its activity internally. The fusion of 
high technology and sartorial tradition 
guarantees efficiency both in production 
and quality. The internal design studio 
creates garments characterized by their 
recognisability, thanks to the use of the 
finest fabrics, refined details, up to date fit 
and elegant packaging. In synthesis, nothing 
is left to chance.

Sciamat
Founded in 2002 by young lawyer Valentino Ricci, together with his wife Silvana, his brother 
Nicola and his childhood friend Pippo, it was the fulfillment of a dream: the highest level of 
men’s tailoring dedicated to those who truly appreciate style and are able to be innovative. 
A new idea of elegance, one in which the direct relationship with the customer is essential. 
It is a participatory tailoring, where the suit responds truly, only to the wearer’s desires. 
Sciamat stands out for the originality of form and cut, born from an authentically classic 
taste, resulting from study and research into a concept of dressing which, rather than 
keeping up with the times, intends to synthesize personal experience acquired over the 
years. The name comes from the Persian shah-mat (the king is helpless) namely check mate. 
In fact, beyond a fascination for the most noble of games, the brand also has a revolutionary 
vein, making an attacking move against the establishment in the sector: in the name of 
distinctive refinement and exceptional attention towards to the client. 

SCIAMAT

SURREALIST CATUMA EYEWEAR

BERWICH F/W 2017 COLLECTION
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Giannetto Portofino
It was in 1979 that Riccardo Sansonne and his wife Nunzia, motivated by a passion for 
beauty and good taste, decided to achieve their dream. The shirtmaker Sanfort, which 
has as its single objective that of offering a product of absolute research and polished 
details, exists thanks to their resourcefulness. It is with these same objectives that 
they began to collaborate with important fashion houses and later to create their first 
collections. The spirit of innovation and love for their work has been passed down to 
their children, Vincenzo and Stefania, who joined the family business in 2000. Their 
new ideas gave breath to Giannetto Portofino, a new beginning for the Sansonne family. 
Today the collection is synonymous with the highest quality and refined beauty. The 
collections, inspired by Nature, are the result of a marriage between tradition and 
innovation. 

Hevò
The brand Hevò, hails from Martina Franca, the famous centre of production for designer 
labels and fashion houses, and knows that in the study of the past lies the possibility of 
interpreting the future. Its focus is on making clothes which are useful, warm, comfortable 
and easy to combine. Coats, raincoats and three-quarter length coats with shapes mindful 
of established classics from the fifties, sixties and seventies, have been re-interpreted and 
completely renewed volumes and weights. The double-breasted coat to be worn over jeans 
with trainers and a T-shirt, the oversize parka to be worn over waistcoat and jacket, the 
waxed trench-coat to be combined with knitwear. Tradition is evoked and adapted to the 
demands of a today which is already tomorrow. 

Tagliatore
The creativity of Pino Lerario’s eclectic and versatile mind, forms the base of the 
Tagliatore collections. The jacket’s design is the palette where he develops his creative 
ideas: slim, soft shapes, research and highlighting of details, wide lapels, shoulders 
and sleeves, have become a trademark. From its beginnings in family tradition, for 
several years now the brand has been represented by a simple creative image but one 
which is an effective communicator. 
It is the evocation of tailoring, instantly perceived in the image which represents 
it every time: similar in layout but different in content. Throughout the years the 
Lerario company has fulfilled its objectives. Using competencies and manpower, 
it sustains and increments a completely Italian supply chain of great distinctive 
character, adding value to a manufacturing sector which bases the premise for its 
expansion into world markets desirous of quality (also understood as innovation and 
creativity) on ‘Made in Italy’.
Whilst most manufacturing companies have delocalized their production, Lerario 
has preferred to back the great professionalism of its 180 excellent employees, 
producing 340 coats and jackets within its walls every day and distributing to 800 
clients in Italy and abroad. Since last season Tagliatore jackets are present in the ever 
alert and demanding Japanese market.

TAGLIATORE
F/W 2017 COLLECTION

SANSONNE FAMILY

HEVÒ

MADE IN PUGLIA
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Conversation with Marco Lucietti, Global Marketing Director of ISKOTM, talking about the leading denim 
company’s vision, the philosophy of the brand ingredient and revealing some details about the next edition 
of the competition for young talents, ISKO I-SKOOLTM.

INNOVATION, RESEARCH 
AND SUSTAINABILITY

Can you tell us in a few words how ISKOTM denim makes 
a difference?
The distinctive trait of ISKOTM is to go and search for changes 
in society and to satisfy them. Jeans are the item of clothing 
which best interpret social change. A great capacity to apply 
these changes to a piece of cloth is fundamental.  

How important is it to make the customer understand 
this? 
The fact is, today brand loyalty is fading, in the sense that a 
person happily goes shopping at Zara and the next day at 
Gucci. Because of this, it is time for ingredients. They justify 
the product. ISKOTM is an ingredient not a brand and the 
ingredient helps the brand. Due to its history, denim is easier 
to talk about than other fabrics. 

ISKOTM boasts more than one hundred registered brands 
and more than twenty patents. Why is it important to 
protect oneself? 
Linking to the brand ingredient approach, technology must be 
protected. The biggest investment in research is capitalized in 
labels and patents able to build customer loyalty. 

Can you tell us in detail about the most significant patents? 
The most revolutionary are these three: The first, ISKO FUTURE FACETM, lead to the development 
of JOGG JEANS with Diesel. The denim was re-interpreted with sweatshirt characteristics. The 
second, ISKO BLUE SKINTM, is a comprehensively elastic fabric. It is the perfect jeans fabric for 
any type of body, tight without being constricting, able to exercise a push-up effect on the female 
body and is taken forward with two brands, Liu Jo and Replay. The third fundamental patent is 
JOOLTM. The innovation in this case, is not that of creating denim with a percentage of wool, but 
of treating it like cotton. For this reason, JOOLTM ages like denim and garments made with it are 
decidedly easy-care. It is dedicated to the top end of the market and is a product we really believe 
in. 

Your company is international. How are the roles differentiated in the various headquarters 
scattered around the globe and how essential is Italy’s role and its know-how? 
All of the part connected to weaving is in Turkey, whilst research into fit and washes is carried out 
in Italy, together with all of the push to market, including marketing and patents. Italy is still the 
benchmark in this sector.  

Your global presence guarantees knowledge of the demands of divers markets. Are 
there essential differences between one market and another? 
There is only one collection and it is developed in Italy. To this are added the Japanese and 
Californian capsules, which are offered, just like the collection, all over the world. Of course, the 
service is adjusted according to the destination. There is great attention to the personalization of 
the product and to customer service. 

The new Hyperflex Double Indigo, developed together with Replay, has just reached the 
shops. Is stretch denim still a must? 
Elasticized denim is evolving. It is fundamental now for all collections. Even men are starting to 
understand it. It has become commonplace, whether for close fitting, or boyfriend jeans. 

I should imagine that the sample collection for Fall Winter 2018 has been presented 
already. What are the macro trends? 
The most evident megatrend is athleisure: fabrics produced with different fibres to make 
performance jeans, water repellent and windstopper. Another is the one revolving around 
sustainability, the guarantee of a traceable supply chain. The last megatrend is linked to freedom 
of movement, the comprehensive stretch I spoke of earlier. It is one of the moods which works 
best in the women’s collections. 

Thanks to your attention to sustainability, you have been nominated for the National Public 
Champion award at the European Business Awards. How important is sustainability 
today? Does it involve huge economic investment?
We have to understand eco-sustainability as signifying responsible innovation. Knowing that 
we work in a polluting industry, we must seek to make as little impact as possible by using 
technology. To be responsible at all levels is essential, starting with ethics. Eco-sustainability is 
part of a long-term mission. Today it is a discriminating factor and in terms of the long-term view 
it is not an economic cost but an advantage. Furthermore, thanks to the fact that we are partners 
with SANKO GROUP, all of our factories are powered by renewable energy, one of the group’s 
core businesses.

The moodboard for the next and fourth edition of ISKO I-SKOOLTM - your competition for 
young talents in fashion and marketing, involving some of the most prestigious schools 
in the world - has already been presented. Can you reveal anything?
Apart from the mood-board, entitled Genderful, I think there is a strong desire on the part of 
the young generation to find their own identity beyond the sexes and it is easier to position this 
feeling in fashion. As regards participation, the number of schools involved has increased to 
23/24, of which four are Chinese and the others are Japanese and American. The competition 
represents, ever more so, a bridge between industry and schools. Today one must have 
dialogue with students because they represent the future.

Are there any other new projects being developed for 2017?
We are expecting a fairly demanding year with such a strong dollar, as it is the currency used in 
the textile sector. Competition is fierce so we are concentrating on value sales, focusing on the 
middle to high band. Our approach is always turned more towards innovation and research 
with an eye to sustainability. Naturally we are working on several projects, however I can’t 
speak about them as they are at an embryonic stage.  

•
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ISKO JOOL

REPLAY HYPERFLEX DOUBLE INDIGO
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What Are You Looking At

Style
SPRING SUMMER 2017

Jamie Dornan in Fifty Shades Darker (Photo Courtesy of Universal Pictures)

The masculine glamour of dinner jackets, 
suits and jackets in surprising fabrics 
and decoration, in a tribute to a famous 
dance from 1990 inspired by fashion 

magazines.

PAGE 50

Paint Me Down
From head to toe, the most characterful 
accessories of the season interpreted in 

a pop key. 

An assertive style for those who are not afraid to try dinner jackets with defined silhouettes and brave decoration,
and accessories which are recognizable and characterful.



What Are You    
   Looking At

_STYLE GIULIANO DEIDDA
_PHOTOGRAPHY CESARE MEDRI
_MODEL MELVYN CONRAD @ D’MANAGEMENT GROUP

_GROOMING ETIENNE GUGLIELMO @ FACE TO FACE AGENCY

_STYLIST’S ASSISTANT MANUEL SINOPOLI
_PHOTOGRAPHER’S ASSISTANT SIMON TREVISAN

DOUBLE-BREASTED WOOL AND COTTON TUXEDO JACKET WITH SATIN LAPELS AND FLAT-FRONT 

WOOL TROUSERS, ALL TAGLIATORE
COTTON SHIRT, GIANNETTO PORTOFINO
FELT BOWLER, BORSALINO
SILK BOW TIE, BROOKS BROTHERS



SINGLE-BREASTED TWO-BUTTON COOL WOOL TUXEDO WITH SATIN DETAILS 

AND FLAT-FRONT PANTS, SARTORIA LATORRE
PLEATED COTTON POPLIN SHIRT, BAGUTTA
PRINTED SILK BOW TIE, KINLOCH



SINGLE-BREASTED TWO-BUTTON STRETCH COTTON JACKET, GIORGIO ARMANI
COTTON JERSEY SHIRT WITH MANDARIN COLLAR AND SILK PLEATED FRONT, PAUL SMITH
PRINTED SILK SCARF,  BOGLIOLI



EMBROIDERED JACQUARD TUXEDO, EMBROIDERED COTTON
SHIRT AND SILK CUMMERBUND, ALL GUCCI



SINGLE-BREASTED LINEN AND SILK TUXEDO JACKET, COTTON SHIRT, PLEATED TROUSERS 
AND SILK BOW TIE, ALL SCIAMAT
CALFSKIN BROGUE SHOES, CHURCH’S



DOUBLE-BREASTED COOL WOOL TUXEDO, WITH SATIN LAPELS AND FLAT-FRONT PANTS, ELEVENTY
COTTON POPLIN SHIRT, BROOKS BROTHERS
PRINTED SILK BOW TIE, KINLOCH



SINGLE-BREASTED TWO-BUTTON KID MOHAIR TUXEDO WITH FLAT-FRONT TROUSERS, PRADA
COTTON POPLIN SHIRT, PS BY PAUL SMITH
FELT BOWLER, BORSALINO
EMBROIDERED SILK TIE, PAUL SMITH
BRACES, BRETELLE & BRACES



SINGLE-BREASTED SILK TWILL TUXEDO JACKET WITH SATIN LAPELS, DOLCE&GABBANA
COTTON POPLIN SHIRT WITH PIQUET FRONT, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
SILK BOW TIE, LANIERI



HEADSET, SENNHEISER

Paint Me Down
_STYLE ANNA PAOLA STRONA
_PHOTOGRAPHY H2O



CALFSKIN BROGUES WITH VELCRO  
        TAB CLOSURE, PRADA



PRINTED SILK TIE, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO



CALFSKIN TOP TROLLEY, VALEXTRA



FELT HAT, BORSALINO



LEATHER BELT WITH LACQUERED
                   BUCKLE, GUCCI



CALFSKIN WALLET AND PURSE, HERMÈS



ACETATE SUNGLASSES WITH MIRRORED LENSES, SAINT LAURENT
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STYLE TIPS
Highlights

New expansion plans for Snappy. The famous pen which snaps, 
is on the move towards The Middle East and Japan with a series 
of still top secret partnerships which will take shape from the 
beginning of 2017. The brand which has sold 100 million pens 
worldwide, in every top pocket in the 80’s and 90’s, is in the 
spotlight again. Snappy, devised in 1983 by the Italian designer 
Pietro Larizza who thought up this ball-point pen with the 
largest printable surface area in the world, has created a series 
of collectors’ pens; from those dedicated to the opening night of 
Madame Butterfly at the Scala Theatre to the collaboration with 
Rigadritto the boutique-stationers in the heart of Brera created 
by Giancarlo Naj Oleari.

Lanificio F.lli Cerruti presents the new bespoke collection SS17 for the best tailors in the world. It 
includes three main fabrics. Itravel is a great fabric in Moklino construction. A pure wool fabric, 
ideal for travelling, that is naturally stretch, no crease, breathable, water resistant and stainproof. It 
comes in a nice bunch book in aluminium that looks like a suitcase and, for all length sold, customers 
will receive a Cerruti suitcase metal tag. iParty Jaquard is an addition to the iParty range, already in 
the market since SS16. They are all jacquard designs. This is one of the company points of strength. 
Very few mills can produce hi-end jacquard fabrics. iParty was for Cerruti the second best selling 
range in 2016. Oxygen was born in the creative laboratories of Lanificio F.lli Cerruti. It is a collection 
developed exclusively for the world of jackets. Our proposal is unique due to the color range as well 
as designs. The combed yarns allow the creation of fabrics perfectly adapted not only for tailored 
jackets but for unlined coats as well, more innovative and unusual. Our finishing techniques offer 
a collection of fabrics with a traditional flavour but with a modern feeling or hand, perfect for a 
contemporary jacket. Best selling range in 2016. New addition of jacketing designs for 2017, clear cut 
130s wool jacketing, wool-silk blends, fries’ and so on.

No Rice No Love. This is the name of the capsule collection of jewellery 
devised by Bea Bongiasca, which went on sale exclusively to Yoox.com from 
mid January 2017. The Milanese designer has forged eight pieces for women 
and for the first time, some pieces for men were launched for Valentine’s day 
on the e-commerce platform founded in 2000 by Federico Marchetti, today 
an integrated part of the YNap group. ‘I am delighted and honoured by the 
partnership with Yoox’, says Bongiasca. ‘It is one of the online stores I admire 
the most for its curiosity and the desire to develop special collaborations 
with international designers and artists’. The collection draws its inspiration 
from Bongiasca’s first series ‘No Rice No Life’, re-edited and enhanced by new 
proposals in silver and rose gold. The leitmotiv is the grain of rice, symbol of 
life and an augur of prosperity.

1

34

A new departure for Angelo Minetti. The boutique at 
number 158 via Roma in Casale Monferrato, a point of 
reference for shopping in Piedmont since 1936, is re-
opening after restyling and expansion, including a new 
area completely dedicated to women’s collections, as well 
as a new entrance at number 6 via Trevigi. The shopping 
areas curated by Fabbri Services are bathed in velvet, 
marble and tones from dark teal to pink, accented by the 
neutral nuances of beiges and greys. The commanding 
feature of the shop is the staircase in steel, glass and 
pale marble leading to the first floor area dedicated to 
womenswear and accessories, all laid out on refined 
bronze shelving. Between heritage and innovation. As of 
2015 A.Minetti is also online at Farfetch.com.  

2

WHAT’S HOT
BY FRANCESCA MANUZZI
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Wonderful Houses Italy selects and presents to the Italian and 
international market the most beautiful properties in Italy. Please 

contact us about the research of your dream homes
w w w . w o n d e r  f u l h o u s e s i t a l y . c o m  

i n f o @ w o n d e r  f u l h o u s e s i t a l y . c o m  |   T .  + 3 9  0 2 8 3 3 1 1 2 1 1

WHI
WONDERFUL HOUSES ITALY
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WWW.VIAGGIDEA.IT

DESTINATION
To the City

A visit to Abu Dhabi is a mixture of very different experiences, all rich and 
intense. From the sky-line itself to the iconic places in the city - from nature 
reserves to luxury seaside resorts including the forts of Al Ain and the majestic 
desert, not forgetting the beaches of the western region of Al Gharbia - one 
breathes an atmosphere which is a mix of ancient Arab tradition and the most 

globalized futurism.

This year sees the opening of the Louvre Abu Dhabi, confirming the aspirations of a country 
which seeks to become an important destination for cultural tourism. Born from an inter-
governmental agreement with France and designed by Jean Nouvel, the architecture of 
the building represents an Arab medina topped by a dome and will be organized thus: 23 
permanent galleries, a temporary exhibition space, a museum for children, an auditorium, 
restaurants and shops. Art from all over the world will be on show, in part acquired and in 
part borrowed, arranged on the basis of common themes rather than on a spatial-temporal 
logic.

Arab culture already has here one of its most majestic works, The Great Mosque Sheikh 
Zayed, dedicated to Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the founding father of the United 
Arab Emirates. It is one of the biggest mosques in the world. Its vastness and splendour 
contain 80 white marble domes, more than a thousand columns, gold plated candelabra, 
precious mosaics, lamps covered in Swaroski crystals and the largest hand knotted carpet 
in the world.

Even the surroundings of the capital are amazing. In fact, only an hour from Abu Dhabi lies Al 
Ain the oasis city, UNESCO world heritage site, one of the most ancient urban settlements in 
the world, which offers numerous historical sites displaying unique examples of traditional 
life in the Emirates, like the Al Jahili Fort, built in 1891 to defend the city and protect the 
precious palm oases. The desert, the great and limitless Rub Al Khali (the Empty Quarter), is 
an unmissable destination with dunes that can reach up to 300 metres in height.

The Emirates is a dynamic destination with many attractions for families and couples, for 
enthusiasts of sports and cars, for those who are interested in culture or simply desire a 
relaxing holiday by the sea and are spoiled for choice between the beaches, from the Blue Flag 
of the Corniche to the superbly equipped Yas Beach, from the exclusive Saadiyat Beach Club 
to the Saadiyat Public Beach nestled in the dunes in a protected area where an endangered 
turtle species nests every year between April and June.

www.tcaabudhabi.ae

ABU DHABI:
an out of this world experience
The capital of the United Arab Emirates turns its gaze to art, culture, events and extraordinary stories.

U
Abu Dhabi Skyline shoot
(Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority)
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To the City

DESTINATION

What to Do

Where to Stay
Emirates Palace

Absolutely one of the most imposing and lavish 
hotels in Abu Dhabi, an emblem of of Arab 
luxury and opulence. Belonging to the Emir 
it took many years to build, not to mention 
an enormous economic investment. Defined 
by magnificent architecture and embellished 
with golden and sumptuous interiors, the 
Emirates Palace is certainly one of the 
structures which symbolize Abu Dhabi. The 
structure contains a subterranean bunker 
which is inaccessible to tourists and used 
for important diplomatic meetings and is 
sited a short distance from the Emir’s Palace.
Near to the marina and to the city centre, 
the hotel has 394 rooms, of which 92 are 
suites, all opulently furnished and having 
every comfort; the perfect combination of 
luxury and modern technology. The regal 
Emirates Palace Spa offers many highly 
specialized treatments, including the famous 
package Touch of Gold, a beauty treatment 
whose main ingredient is 24 carat gold.

The St. Regis Abu Dhabi
Situated on the Corniche seafront, right in the 
city centre, it is the perfect combination of 
sumptuous city hotel and relaxing beach resort. It 
has 283 options, ranging from rooms to suites, all 
sumptuously decorated in classical style and found 
on the top floors of the skyscraper. The Riviera 
Beach Club is worthy of note, a stupendous colonial 
style lido immersed in tended gardens and leading 
down to 200 metres of private beach with white 
sand and crystalline water; and with a large pool, 
whirlpool, a beach volley court, beach football field, 
a pool bar and a restaurant and grill. The culinary 
offering has more than ten snack bars, restaurants, 
bars and lounges accross the whole complex, 
among these is Villa Toscana, an Italian restaurant.

Magic Private Camp
To be able to enjoy the great and limitless 
desert Rub Al Khali (the Empty Quarter) to the 
utmost, there is nothing better than the Magic 
Private Camps. Consisting of private mobile 
tents which may be erected in any place in the 
desert, immersed in silence under a starry sky. 
The entire camp is available for a minimum 
of two people and can cater for up to forty, and is entirely built to measure. From the 
accommodation in private tents, to the gazebo tent to relax in under the stars, not to mention 
the barbecue dinners prepared exclusively by the camp’s chef. Inspired by an eco-chic 
concept, the camp intentionally does not make use of noisy generators but works by solar 
energy and the only lighting in the evening is supplied by romantic candles and oil lamps.

The St. Regis Saadiyat Island
Not far from the heart of Abu Dhabi lies 
Saadiyat, an elegant 27 km2 island which acts 
as a refuge for the city’s elite. Surrounded 
by fine white sand, The St. Regis Saadiyat 
Island Resort offers 377 bedrooms and 
suites boasting every kind of comfort. 
Each balcony has a view of the garden, 

or the sea, or the four pools and are differentiated between Superior Rooms and 
four different types of suite. The culinary offering is excellent, at its peak in the 
four restaurants: the fish based Turquoiz, or Olea with influences from the best 
Mediterranean cuisine, Sontaya on the other hand leads the guests to discover the 
most exquisite cuisine of southeast Asia and 55&5th is the refined restaurant for 
grilled meat dishes. For golf lovers, the best course in the Gulf of Persia is available, 
designed by Gary Player it is considered to be the most challenging in the world. 

It was begun under the government of 
the deceased president of the Emirates, 
the founder of the UAE Sheikh Zayed Bin 
Sultan Al Nahyan. Unveiled during the 2007 
Eid Al Adha nel 2007, Sheikh Zayed Grand 
Mosque is the biggest in the Emirates and 
can contain up 41.000 faithful. It is also a 
cultural centre, thanks to the instructive 
activities offered to visitors. The mosque’s 
library, found in the north minaret, offers visitors classic books, publications and interactive 
services in a range of Islamic subjects: science, citizenship, calligraphy and the arts in various 
languages. Furthermore, the mosque contains 82 domes in Moroccan style, all decorated in 
white marble. The main dome, according to the Turkey Research Centre for Islamic History 
and Culture, is the biggest of its kind. 

Grand Mosque

Grand Mosque Al Jahili Fort Al Ain Oasis
(Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority)

Emirates Palace Marine
(Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority)

Al Jahili Fort 
Built in 1891 to defend the city 
and protect the precious oasis of 
palms, it was the birthplace of the 
deceased Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan 
Al Nahyan, founder of the United 
Arab Emirates and governor of 
Abu Dhabi. In the past it was the 
seat of the Trucial Oman Scouts, 
an organization which gave 
protection to the mountain passes in the area and maintained peace between the tribes. 
After careful restoration, it now hosts a permanent exhibition of the works of the English 
explorer Sir Wilfred Thesiger, known here affectionately as Mubarak bin London. 

Ferrari World
Abu Dhabi 
Situated on the island of Yas 

in Abu Dhabi and designed by 
Benoy Architects in 2005, Ferrari 
World Abu Dhabi is the first 
Ferrari themed park. It contains 
a racetrack, a theatre, twenty 
attractions, the Maranello 3D 
cinema, a gallery of historical cars, 
a reproduction of the paddock and 

Italy in miniature. The park welcomes Formula Rossa the fastest rollercoaster in the 
world which in fact reaches 240 km/h in less than 5 seconds.
Ferrari World (Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority

Al Ain Oasis Al Ain Oasis is in the heart of Al Ain, near to the 
National Museum of Al Ain. The oasis is verdant with palm plantations, many 
of which are still actively cultivated. Its paths lead far from the noise of the city 
thanks to birdsong and the rustling of palm fronds. Thanks to a 3.000 year old 
irrigation system, the falaj, the Al Ain Oasis has a canal irrigation system which 
feeds the palm plantations in this paradise growing inside the city. The oasis has 
been officially recognized as an agricultural system of global historic importance 
(GIAHS) and the FAO has lauded the active engagement for conservation carried 
out by the EAU.

Al Ain Oasis (Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority)

Al Jahili Fort Al Ain Oasis (Photo Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority)
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SPECIAL GUEST

A RECOGNIZABLE STYLE
BY  TOMMASO PARADISO

t was Oasis who made me want to start out in music, 
in particular their second album ‘(What’s The Story) 

Morning Glory?’ The truth is that I am always on the look out for new 
music to listen to, I am very eclectic in this way. Obviously during my 
adolescence, I was attracted to many idols, whereas today I am simply 
myself. This is true both from a musical and an aesthetic point of view. 
When I was young I bought the same clothes that Noel Gallagher wore 
and I was attracted by The Kings of Leon’s look for example. Now boys 
ask me where I’ve bought something from. My band (Thegiornalisti) 
and I are linked to the times we are living in, but I think that if I had 
done this job in the 90’s at the time of Brit Pop, with Blur, Oasis, The 
Verve and Pulp, I’d have felt right at home, with the fashion too. I 
was lucky enough to have a mother who dressed me stylishly when I 
was a kid, Ballantyne cableknit jumpers that I still wear today, white 
Superga trainers and Lacoste polo shirts. To tell the truth my look 
hasn’t changed since then. Even today, a defined image is fundamental 
for a musician. We make music, we must look groomed and above all 
recognizable. Popstars have always created fashion trends, from The 
Beatles onwards. Although I don’t have a lucky item of clothing, I do 
have a ring that I never take off, and without it I feel naked. The same 
thing goes for my belt and for the watch I always use, it was a present 
and I am very attached to it. There are no major differences, other 
than practical, between my stage style and everyday life. Given that 
when I’m performing I move around a lot, I can’t wear anything too 
heavy and above all I have to be comfortable; I can only wear trainers, 
whereas in everyday life I prefer Clarks desert boots.

Artwork
Nicola GobbettoI

“ When I was 
young I bought the 
same clothes that 
Noel Gallagher 
wore...  Now boys 
ask me where I’ve 
bought something 
from”.
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TERESA 
DESIGN ROBERTO LAZZERONI
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